THE IN-HOUSE
GRADUATE SOLUTION
This programme is for you if you’re looking to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fast-track the leadership capabilities of your graduate talent pool
Improve your graduate retention and succession planning for the future
Prepare your grads for their next step within your organisation
Build the skills of self-leadership, early
Deliver a flexible, scalable solution that can integrate with your existing programme
Connect and bring together your global graduate population in an inspiring way
Welcome to the Ivy House in-house graduate solution.

The programme
The In-house Graduate Solution is
the ultimate programme for your
graduates - offering award-winning
leadership and life skills development,
at a time when it can make the biggest
difference. Run over a 6-18-month
period it brings executive-level
development to your graduate
talent and the future leaders of your
business.

A critical foundation
Most grad programmes focus primarily on business
context, technical competence and practical
experience, with little time spent shaping the
behaviours that will impact your culture and allow the
individual to step up and lead themselves.
What we bring are the human skills that will shape
your leaders of the future; that ensure they take 100%
ownership for how they show up, their impact, decisions
and their ability to lead themselves and others; the
foundational skills that underpin everything, enabling
them to become extraordinary leaders and lead
extraordinary lives.

Combining transformational, experiential
learning, executive-level coaching and peerto-peer development, the Ivy House Graduate
Solution offers a development opportunity like
no other, giving your grads access to the kind
of life-changing learning normally reserved for
a handful of the most senior execs.
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Game-changing skills
The Ivy House Graduate Solution is built around the following critical skills...

Leader of Self

Intentional Relationships

Proactive Wellbeing

Most grad schemes offer the most
incredible 2-year development
opportunity, but after 24 months
of ‘intensive care’, many grads
don’t know how to own their
own development, and many
organisations lose sight of them
as they move into BAU roles. The
result - a grad population who feel
lost and disengaged or will take
their 2 years of development and
experience and move elsewhere.

We all know that the ability to
build meaningful, trust-based
relationships is important but
for those on rotational grad
schemes who have to build new
relationships every 6 months,
work with senior teams and often
manage strong personalities, this
is critical. What’s more, for many
grads who have been impacted
by a very different university
experience, virtual interviews, and
haven’t been able to collaborate
with their peers in a traditional
sense, supporting them to reintegrate is key.

Health and wellbeing has never
been more important, both to
individuals and organisations.
That’s why our programme
focuses on the art of proactive
wellbeing, teaching your grads
how to stay mentally, physically
and spiritually well.

That’s why our grad programme
is built around the core skill of
self-leadership - supporting
your talent to better understand
themselves, their values, their
purpose and impact, and most
critically ensuring they take 100%
ownership for how they show up,
the life they’re leading and how
they are developing and pushing
themselves forward.
This is about developing
individuals who take accountability,
are curious, agile and able to
step up and lead themselves and
others.

The skill of intentional relationships
is about doing just that. It’s about
enabling your talent to develop
relationships that are built on trust,
understanding and respect. To
have challenging conversations in
the right way. To give and receive
powerful behavioural feedback. To
listen deeply. To build authentic,
meaningful relationships in and
outside of work.

They will learn how to take
ownership for their own wellbeing
and how to understand and
recognise it in others; how to build
their resilience; how to nurture
a healthy mind, body and soul ensuring they are able to show
up as their best selves, deal with
change and stay well. This is about
supporting a population who’ve
been through a tough few years to
be proactive with their wellbeing
and come out of this challenging
time, stronger than ever.
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Ivy House bring a unique offering that gives participants the skills to challenge and grow
themselves both personally and as leaders, creating a tribe of culture carriers for the
future in our business. We invest now, so they can help shape our future.”
Mark Taggert, Vice President, RS Components

Ivy House have built an innovative programme that truly responds to the changing needs of the
next generation and future-leader landscape. They are a valued partner in our business.”
Bernadette Bruton, Global Talent Director, Aviva
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How it works
Our in-house solution can work in 2 different ways - it
can sit within your existing graduate development
programme, or as an off-boarding solution to support
those transitioning to permanent roles within your
organisation.
Designed as a ready-to-go but entirely flexible
solution, this is a unique programme that can fit easily
within your existing development pathway, and be
delivered in a way that works for your business.
The programme is split into a series of modules which
can be run over 6-18-months. Each module sits as
a stand-alone piece, and can be delivered as a set
solution covering all elements shown below, or you
can pick the modules that best suit your organisation’s
needs - giving you complete flexibility over what and
how the programme is delivered.
During the set up our team will work with you to
ensure additional ‘embedding’ elements are also built
in, bringing the learning back into your business and
supporting the delegates to embed their new skills.
The below diagram shows an example of how this
could work, delivered over a 12-month period:

MODULES AND ADDITIONAL ‘EMBEDDING’
ELEMENTS INCLUDE:
Modules:
• Leader of Self
• Intentional Relationships
• Proactive Wellbeing
Additional elements:
• Human Leadership keynote within your
launch event
• 1:1 coaching
• Virtual coaching groups
• ‘Rhino Resolutions’ - final year recap &
action planning event
• Career coaching
• Ivy House alumni & events
• Additional Ivy House keynotes
• ‘Extraordinary: How to Lead a Bigger,
Braver, More Meaningful Life’ book
• Podcast series

Proactive
Wellbeing
(2 x 0.5 days)

Intentional
Relationships
(2 x 0.5 days)

Leader of Self
(4 x 0.5 days)

1:1 career
coaching

• Values
• Purpose

Tech
check

Live Launch
Event
90 mins

• Wellbeing assessment

• Beliefs

• Core strength
• 100% ownership

1:1
coaching

• Driving forces
• Behaviour

• Finding my element

• Confidence

• My impact

• Building trust

• Personal brand
• Courageous learner

Virtual
coaching
groups

• Giving & receiving feedback

• Deep listening
• Relationship review

1:1
coaching

• Physical, mental & spiritual
wellbeing

1:1
coaching

Postwork

Virtual
coaching
groups

Embed
activities

• Resilience

Virtual
coaching
groups

• Personal change
• Self-mastery
• Deep dive - 100% ownership,

Rhino
Resolutions
Recap & action
planning event

2.5 hours

courageous learner &

• Effective conversations

Action
planning

OR
Career
coaching
groups

conscious mind

• Communication & motivation

Action
planning

• Conscious mind
• Pitch perfect

MONTH 1

MONTH 2

MONTH 3

MONTH 4

MONTH 5

MONTH 7

MONTH 8

THROUGHOUT
MONTH 9 & 10

MONTH 11

MONTH 12

How it’s delivered
The modules are delivered over a series of intensive,
experiential masterclasses, which can be run faceto-face or virtually. Built with the next generation in
mind, these live sessions are delivered with pace,
credibility and executive coaches working live in the
room, providing a truly unforgettable and immersive
experience. The masterclasses are supported
by a suite of pre- and post-work to support your
grads in embedding the learning back within your
organisation.
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Both the 1:1 and group coaching sessions are
delivered virtually (and are flexible in number to suit
your budget), allowing your grads to be supported
by some of the most senior leadership and life
coaches in the country - giving them the kind of
input they would never typically have at this stage in
their career.
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Why does it work?
At Ivy House we understand learning and we understand change. We understand how new generations like
to take in information and how to create environments that enable them to have a go. Our programmes work
because we have thought about every detail.
• Award-winning content and world-class development:
We have worked in the leadership-development field
for over 20 years and won countless awards for our
work – we know the Ivy House Programmes are the
best we have ever created.
• First-class 1:1 coaching: Our coaches have spent 		
their careers working at the most senior levels 		
in business and are now working 1:1 with your 		
emerging talent.
• Experts in learning: We know how different generations
and personality types learn. Our programmes are built
on this expert knowledge, tailoring our delivery in a
way that works for each individual.

• Inspiring network: After completing an Ivy House
Programme, delegates join the Ivy House Alumni
– a community of bright, driven, emerging talent
from every sector. A tribe of people that offer the
perfect combination of radical challenge, radical
support and a renewed level of commitment to
organisational success.
• Conscious embedding: We work with each individual
client to help them embed this incredible learning
back into their organisation – providing line manager
videos, mentoring support packs, learning lunches
and, for in-house programmes, a ‘Directors’ Cut’.

Extraordinary impact

95%

90%

of alumni ‘strongly agree’
that they have developed
skills that will impact every
part of their lives (the
remaining 5% ‘agree’).

‘strongly agree’ that Ivy
House has significantly
developed their leadership
skills (the remaining 10%
‘agree’).

88%
‘strongly agree’ that they
now feel more confident as
leaders (the remaining 12%
‘agree’).

95

92%
‘strongly agree’ that the
learning will have a lasting
impact on them (the
remaining 8% ‘agree’).

Ivy House
Programme NPS

How do I get started?
The first step is a kick-off meeting where we come together to understand your requirements, goals and
aspirations for the programme. Together we will map your graduate programme design, agree time frames
and next steps. Following this meeting we’ll share with you the programme design and suggested dates,
giving you complete clarity on the whole solution. Our Head of Client Experience will be your dedicated
programme lead, ensuring a single point of contact to support you every step of the way.

Key points to consider:
•
•
•

The minimum cohort size for this programme is 25 delegates
The programme can be tailored to last between 6-18 months
Masterclasses can be delivered face-to-face, virtually or as a fully blended solution

Interested? We’d love to explore this further with you. Please contact Lindsay Terris, our Client Director to arrange
an initial conversation on T: 07967 673309 or E: lindsay@ivyhouse.co.uk
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